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Abstract: We investigate the relation between one-year reserve risk and ultimate reserve risk in Mack
Chain Ladder model in a simulation study. The first goal is to validate the so-called linear emergence
pattern formula, which maps the ultimate loss to the one-year loss, in case when we measure the risks
with Value-at-Risk. The second goal is to estimate the true emergence pattern of the ultimate loss, i.e.,
the conditional distribution of the one-year loss given the ultimate loss, from which we can properly
derive a risk measure for the one-year horizon from the simulations of ultimate losses. Finally, our
third goal is to test if classical actuarial distributions can be used for modelling of the outstanding
loss from the ultimate and the one-year perspective. In our simulation study, we investigate several
synthetic loss triangles with various duration of the claims development process, volatility, skewness,
and distributional assumptions of the individual development factors. We quantify the reserve risks
without and with the estimation error of the claims development factors.

Keywords: one-year risk; ultimate risk; reserve risk; emergence pattern; Mack Chain Ladder

1. Introduction

Insurance companies are exposed, among others, to reserve risk. The ultimate reserve risk
is the risk that the current loss reserves will not be adequate in ultimate horizon, i.e., after
the full run-off of liabilities. The one-year reserve risk is the risk that the current loss reserves
will not be adequate after one year. The one-year view is an important notion introduced by
Solvency II Directive, and it differs from the ultimate view which is traditionally analysed
by actuaries. In the one-year view, we predict only the next year losses to be paid by the
company and evaluate the loss reserve at the end of the next year for the further run-off of
the liabilities, whereas, in the ultimate view, we predict all the future losses to be paid until
all claims are settled.

One-year and ultimate reserve risks in Mack Chain Ladder model have been deeply
studied in the literature; see, e.g., Mack (1993, 1994), Wüthrich and Merz (2008b, 2015),
Röhr (2016), Gisler (2019) and England et al. (2019). In these papers, the authors focus on
the reserve risk measured with the mean squared error of prediction and derive important
relations between the prediction errors for the future losses to be covered in one-year and
ultimate horizon. However, the relation between one-year and ultimate reserve risks has
not been investigated for risk measures other than the mean square error of prediction, as
closed formulas are no longer possible to achieve and additional distribution assumptions
on the claims development process have to be imposed. For solvency purposes and
economic models, we are more interested in measuring the reserve risk with Value-at-Risk,
and, for this purpose, we have to use simulation methods with pre-specified distributions
of the individual claims development factors. Hence, one-year and ultimate reserve risks
are still worth studying in more detail.

Simulation methods which allow us to derive the distribution of the ultimate loss and
measure the ultimate reserve risk are now well understood; see, e.g., England and Verrall (2002),
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Wüthrich and Merz (2008a) and Carrato et al. (2016). However, there is still a debate in the
actuarial profession on what would be the most efficient way to derive the distribution of
the one-year loss and measure the one-year reserve risk. The approach to modelling of one-
year risk is discussed in the following works: Wacek (2007), White and Margetts (2010),
Robbin (2012) and Papachristou (2016). The recent report of the Institute of Faculty of
Actuaries by Scarth et al. (2020) lists and discusses three approaches to measuring the
one-year reserve risk:

• The Merz-Wüthrich formula,
• The actuary-in-the-box, and
• Emergence patterns.

The Merz-Wüthrich formula plays a fundamental role in quantifying the one-year
reserve risk. However, it cannot be applied if: (a) we measure the reserve risk with
VaR, or any risk measure other than the mean square error of prediction without further
assumptions, (b) we use an estimation method for the claims development factors other
than the classical Chain Ladder estimators, e.g., we fit a smooth curve to the crude estimates
or attach weights to individual claim development factors, and (c) we use an estimate of
the reserve different from the Chain Ladder estimate. Similar arguments also apply to
the Mack formula, which is derived under the same assumptions as the Merz-Wüthrich
formula. A general approach to measure the one-year reserve risk was developed by
Ohlsson and Lauzeningks (2009) and is based on the concept of the actuary-in-the-box,
where we simulate the claims development in the next year (the next diagonal of the
loss triangle) with the underlying model and then apply the same (as today) reserving
algorithm at the end of the next year. This requires another estimation of the model with
additional observations on the new diagonal of the loss triangle (the so-called re-reserving
step). This process is much more time-consuming in simulations, compared to the ultimate
reserve risk, due to the re-reserving step at the end of the next year. In addition, this process
might be complex in implementation and is more vulnerable to unstable results since, a
priori, we cannot describe all rules for the exclusion of extreme simulated individual claims
development factors which should not be used for the re-estimation of the model, as well as
we cannot fully capture the decisions which would be made by the reserving actuary in the
real-world when new observations fill the diagonal of the loss triangle and the new estimate
of the reserve is derived. If the actuary-in-the-box method may lead to implausible results,
which are hard to validate, or is computationally too expensive, the third common approach
in practice to quantifying the one-year reserve risk is an emergence pattern. The idea of the
emergence pattern is to scale the ultimate reserve risk to the one-year risk. As pointed out
in Dal Moro and Lo (2014), the scaling of the distribution of the ultimate loss to the one-year
loss using simple ratios has become a practical way for insurance companies to adjust their
economic models to Solvency II requirements. Some insurance companies may prefer, and
to our knowledge they indeed prefer, to simulate the ultimate loss from a well-understood
distribution which describes the reserve risk in ultimate horizon, allocate the simulated
ultimate loss to a one-year loss and then estimate a risk measure in one-year horizon from
this sample, instead of simulating the next year losses and re-calculating the loss reserve at
the end of the next year. This approach may indeed be desirable since distributions of the
ultimate loss and risk measures in ultimate horizon have been investigated by actuaries for
many years before Solvency II, they reflect the traditional actuarial view of reserve risk and
are used in planning reports and long-term risk analysis. However, in order to properly
apply emergence patterns, we should know the true relation between the one-year reserve
risk and the ultimate reserve risk for a claim development process in Mack Chain Ladder
model, and this relation has not been investigated in the actuarial literature so far, except
the case when the reserve risk is measured with the mean square error of prediction.

Bird and Cairns (2011); England et al. (2012) were the first who introduced concepts
of an emergence pattern and emergence factors in reserve risk. England et al. (2012) suggest
that the ultimate loss can be mapped to the one-year loss by using a simple linear function
where one uses scaling ratios derived from the Merz-Wüthrich and the Mack prediction
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error. As a result, the conditional distribution of the one-year loss given that the ultimate
loss is trivially, but incorrectly, defined (it is a degenerate distribution), and the simulation
of a one-year loss from an ultimate loss, as well as the estimation of the one-year risk
from a simulated sample of ultimate losses, is greatly simplified. To our knowledge,
from actuarial practice, the linear emergence pattern formula is used by some insurance
companies to model the one-year reserve risk (as well as the one-year premium risk), and
Scarth et al. (2020) confirms that emergence patterns are vital in the actuarial practice. If
the reserve risks are measured with the mean square error of prediction, then we can
correctly switch from the ultimate risk/the ultimate loss to the one-year risk/the one-year
loss by applying the linear emergence pattern formula, since the linear emergence pattern
formula is constructed so that it fits the first two moments of the one-year and the ultimate
loss. In this paper we are concerned about the relations between the distribution of the
one-year loss, the distribution of the scaled ultimate loss derived from the linear emergence
pattern and the distribution of the true emergence pattern of the ultimate loss in Mack
Chain Ladder model. These questions about emergence patterns are raised for the first
time in the actuarial literature.

We consider the classical Mack Chain Ladder model. In practice, we would not apply
the linear emergence pattern formula in the classical Mack Chain Ladder, we would rather
apply it in a version of the Mack Chain Ladder with more complex and time-consuming
re-estimation algorithm with the new simulated data on the diagonal of the loss triangle
and re-reserving algorithm. However, given that the analysis of the linear emergence
pattern formula is missing in the actuarial literature, we start with the classical, and the
simplest, Chain Ladder model.

The first goal of this paper is to validate if we can use the linear emergence pattern
formula if the reserve risks are measured with Value-at-Risk. Our simulations show that
the linear emergence pattern formula still works very good for loss triangles with short
duration, low volatility, and skewness of individual development factors. However, the
misestimation error of the one-year reserve risk (overestimation and underestimation)
might be significant for loss triangles with long duration, large volatility, and skewness of
individual development factors if we measure the one-year reserve risk with Value-at-Risk
and use the linear emergence pattern formula to map the ultimate loss to the one-year loss.
In general, the ultimate risk is scaled in a non-trivial (non-linear) way to the one-year risk.
Hence, the linear emergence pattern formula should be applied with care, and, preferably,
an improved version of the emergence pattern formula should be found.

The second goal of this paper is to improve the linear emergence pattern formula
and estimate the true emergence pattern of the ultimate loss, i.e., the distribution of the
one-year loss given the ultimate loss, from which we can properly derive a risk measure
for the one-year horizon from a simulated sample of ultimate losses. We discuss how to
estimate this distribution by fitting a mixture of gamma distributions with neural networks
using the method recently developed by Delong et al. (2020). We demonstrate with an
example that the true emergence pattern of the ultimate loss in a Chain Ladder model can
be significantly different from the linear emergence pattern. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first attempt in the actuarial literature to derive the true emergence pattern of
the ultimate loss in Mack Chain Ladder model. We also show that we can improve the
calculation of the one-year risk measure from the simulations of the ultimate losses if we
use our conditional distribution, instead of the linear emergence pattern formula.

The third goal is to test if classical actuarial distributions can be used for modelling
of the outstanding loss from the ultimate and the one-year perspective in Mack Chain
Ladder models. It is often believed among practitioners that the distributions of the out-
standing loss in Mack Chain Ladder models can be approximated with a simple lognormal
distribution, independently of the distribution of the individual development factors in the
loss triangle (see, e.g., Mack 1994 and CEIOPS 2010). We consider different distributions
of individual development factors. We conclude that the range of distributions: gamma,
lognormal, and inverse gamma, which are recommended in Dal Moro and Krvavych (2017),
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based on authors’ practical experience, but not tested in any way, may not be sufficient
to model the outstanding loss. Additionally, the choice of the best distribution depends
on the characteristic of the underlying claims development model. Moreover, a simple
enhancement of distribution made by fitting a shifted distribution may provide superior
goodness-of-fit results.

In our simulation study, we investigate several synthetic loss triangles. The use
of synthetic triangles, instead of real triangles, guarantees comparability of the results
between the triangles investigated. We believe that the synthetic triangles created for this
study reflect real triangles observed in actuarial practice. We start with the case where we
quantify the reserve risks without the estimation error, i.e., we assume that all parameters
of the claims development model are known. Such an approach requires less assumptions,
which is beneficial given that we work with synthetic triangles. Our results on the one-year
and ultimate reserve risks without the estimation error already shed light on emergence
patterns. Next, we also present results for the reserve risks with the estimation error. The
conclusions are similar in both cases.

We would like to remark that, in our first paper, as in Delong and Szatkowski (2020),
we validate the adequacy of the linear emergence pattern formula in the context of pre-
mium risk and prove weaknesses of the linear emergence pattern formula by establishing
analytical results in the following claims development models: Gaussian Incremental
Loss Ratio model, Hertig’s model, Over-Dispersed Poisson model, and, in some abstract
claims, development models. We point out that the results which we derived for pre-
mium risk also hold for reserve risk in the claims development models considered in
Delong and Szatkowski (2020).

In Section 2, we introduce foundations of reserve risk modelling, including key defini-
tions and formulas which we use in the paper. In Section 3, we provide the assumptions
of our simulation study. The results of the simulation study are presented in Section 4.
In Section 4.1, we validate the linear emergence pattern formula without the estimation
error. In Section 4.2, we estimate the true emergence pattern of the ultimate loss in a Mack
Chain Ladder model without the estimation error and demonstrate that it can differ from
the linear emergence pattern formula. In Section 4.3, we include the estimation error and
validate the linear emergence pattern formula. Finally, in Section 4.4, we test possible
distributions of the outstanding loss from the ultimate and the one-year perspective with
the estimation error.

2. Foundations of Reserve Risk Modelling

In this section, we introduce the so-called claims development result, one-year loss,
ultimate loss, and outstanding loss, recall Mack Chain Ladder model, and present the linear
emergence pattern formula from England et al. (2012) and Bird and Cairns (2011). We follow
Mack (1993), Wüthrich and Merz (2008a, 2008b, 2015) and England et al. (2019), where we re-
fer the reader for details. There is also an extensive literature on other aspects of applications
of Chain Ladder method in claims reserving; see, e.g., Reference Buchwalder et al. (2006),
Merz and Wüthrich (2015) and Harnau (2018), Peremans et al. (2018).

2.1. Claims Development Result and Reserve Risk

Let i = 1, . . . , n denote the accident year and j = 1, . . . , n denote the development year
initiated with respect to the accident year. We consider a sequence of random variables
(Xi,j)i,j∈{1,...,n}, where Xi,j denotes the cumulative payments made for the i-th accident
year up to the j-th development year. We assume that all claims are settled within n years
since their occurrence. Consequently, the variable Xi,n denotes the ultimate loss for the i-th
accident year, and Xn = ∑n

i=1 Xi,n denotes the ultimate loss for the loss triangle.
We study a discrete stochastic model with time steps k = 1, . . . , 2n− 1, where k denotes

a calendar year. We introduce the filtration:

D(k) = {σ(Xi,j); 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, i + j ≤ k + 1}, k = 1, . . . , 2n− 1,
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which describes the information available at the end of the k-th calendar year. For a given
calendar year k ∈ {1, . . . , 2n− 1}, we introduce the outstanding loss at the end of the k-th
calendar year, respectively, from the ultimate perspective and the one-year perspective:

RULT
i (k) = Xi,n − Xi,k−i+1, RULT(k) = Xn −

n

∑
i=1

Xi,k−i+1 =
n

∑
i=1

RULT
i (k),

R1Y
i (k) = BEi(k + 1)− Xi,k−i+1, R1Y(k) = BE(k + 1)−

n

∑
i=1

Xi,k−i+1 =
n

∑
i=1

R1Y
i (k),

for i = 1, . . . , n with Xi,k−i+1 = 0 if i ≥ k + 1 and Xi,k−i+1 = Xi,n if k > n + i− 1, the best
estimate of the ultimate loss at the end of the k-th calendar year:

BEi(k) = E
[
Xi,n|D(k)

]
, i = 1, . . . , n, BE(k) = E

[
Xn|D(k)

]
=

n

∑
i=1

BEi(k),

and the claims development result for reserve risk from the perspective of the end of the k-th
calendar year, respectively, in one-year horizon and ultimate horizon:

CDR1Y
i (k) = BEi(k)− BEi(k + 1), i = 1, . . . , n,

CDRULT
i (k) = BEi(k)− Xi,n, i = 1, . . . , n,

and

CDR1Y(k) =
n

∑
i=1

CDR1Y
i (k) = BE(k)− BE(k + 1), (1)

CDRULT(k) =
n

∑
i=1

CDRULT
i (k) = BE(k)− Xn. (2)

The claims development result with negative sign represents the loss to which the
company is exposed (in the terms of basic own funds, in line with Solvency II requirements).
Hence, the claims development results for reserve risk (1) and (2) with negative sign are
called, respectively, the one-year loss and the ultimate loss for reserve risk. We remark that
Xn is similarly called the ultimate loss, but there should be no confusion in the sequel.
Given the calendar year k ∈ {1, . . . , 2n − 1} and the available information D(k), the
random variables Xn and CDRULT(k) are used to model the ultimate reserve risk, while
BE(k + 1) and CDR1Y(k) are used to model the one-year reserve risk. The value BE(k) is
D(k)-measurable; hence, it is deterministic at time step k.

From now on, we assume that we are at time step k = n, the information D(n) is
available, and we quantify the reserve risk at the end of the n-th calendar year.

2.2. Mack Chain Ladder Model

The claims development process (Xi,j)i,j=1,...,n in Mack Chain Ladder model satisfies
the following three assumptions:

CL1: The cumulative payments (Xi,j)j∈{1,...,n} of different accident years i = 1, . . . , n are
independent,

CL2: There exist parameters f1, . . . , fn−1 such that

E[Xi,j+1|Xi,1, . . . , Xi,j] = f jXi,j, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , n− 1,

CL3: There exist parameters σ2
1 , . . . , σ2

n−1 such that

Var[Xi,j+1|Xi,1, . . . , Xi,j] = σ2
j Xi,j, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , n− 1.

In addition, in our simulation study, we assume that:
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CL4: The cumulative payments (Xi,j)j∈{1,...,n} are a Markov process for each accident year
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
The last assumption allows us to use parametric conditional distributions of Xi,j+1|Xi,j,

fitted to the first two moments, for claims development. In the sequel, we will also use the

so-called individual claims development factors Fi,j =
Xi,j+1

Xi,j
. It is straightforward to set the

assumptions CL1:CL4 for (Fi,j)i=1,...,n,j=1,...,n−1.
Given D(n), the above assumptions imply that:

BEi(n) = Xi,n+1−i ·
n−1

∏
j=n+1−i

f j, i = 1, . . . , n,

BEi(n + 1) = Xi,n+1−i · Fi,n+1−i ·
n−1

∏
j=n+2−1

f j, i = 1, . . . , n, (3)

Xi,n = Xi,n+1−i ·
n−1

∏
j=n+1−i

Fi,j, i = 1, . . . , n.

The formulas can be substituted into the claims development results (1) and (2). Once
we specify the distributions of (Fi,j)i=1,...,n,j=1,...,n−1, and their parameters ( f j)j=1,...,n−1 and
(σ2

j )j=1,...,n−1, we can measure the risk of the one-year loss and the ultimate loss, given
D(n), by simulating Xi,j for i + j > n + 1 and performing the calculations (1)–(3). This
approach is sufficient if we do not allow for the estimation error in the reserve risk. It is
a standard practice in claims reserving to include the estimation error of the parameters
( f j)j=1,...,n−1 in the reserve risk, as this estimation error can be quantified with a closed
formula with the mean square error of prediction in one-year and ultimate horizon.1 In
a simulation model, the estimation error is taken into account by sampling new values
of the claims development factors ( f̃ j)j=1,...,n−1 from the distribution of the estimators,
simulate the future claims development with the distributions of (Fi,j)i=1,...,n,j=1,...,n−1 with
the parameters ( f̃ j)j=1,...,n−1 and (σ2

j )j=1,...,n−1 and, for the one-year risk, re-reserve by
re-estimating the best estimate of the ultimate loss with another estimates of ( f̄ j)j=1,...,n−1
using the simulated observations on the diagonal of the loss triangle.

In the sequel, we use Equations (1.1), (1.2), (2.2), (2.3) from Wüthrich and Merz (2015),
which give the analytical formulas the mean square error of prediction for

MSEP
[
− CDR1Y(n)|D(n)

]
, MSEP

[
− CDR1Y

i (n)|D(n)
]
,

MSEP
[
− CDRULT(n)|D(n)

]
, MSEP

[
− CDRULT

i (n)|D(n)
]
,

where, in all cases, we use 0 as the predictor. These formulas are also discussed in
Röhr (2016) and Gisler (2019). In a simulation model, the mean square error of prediction
is replaced with variance of the simulated claims development result.

2.3. The Linear Emergence Pattern Formula

England et al. (2012) and Bird and Cairns (2011) postulated a linear relation between
the best estimate of the ultimate loss and the ultimate loss, which we call the linear emergence
pattern formula. In our paper, we follow the first method from England et al. (2012), which
is based on ultimate losses, not on reserves, using two different approaches.

The first approach is based on the emergence pattern of the ultimate loss for an
accident year, given D(n), which is described with the equation:

BEep_ay
i (n + 1) = αi · Xi,n + (1− αi) · BEi(n), i = 1, . . . , n,

CDRep_ay,1Y
i (n) = αi · CDRULT

i (n), i = 1, . . . , n, (4)
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with the emergence pattern factors (αi)i=1,...,n:

αi =

√
MSEP

[
− CDR1Y

i (n)|D(n)
]√

MSEP
[
− CDRULT

i (n)|D(n)
] , i = 1, . . . , n.

We point out that, in contrast to BEi(n + 1) from (3) which is D(n + 1)-measurable,
the random variable BEep_ay

i (n + 1) from (4), which we use to approximate BEi(n + 1), is
now D(n) ∨ σ(Xi,n)-measurable. If we aggregate over all accident years, we get the linear
emergence pattern of the ultimate loss based on individual accident years, given D(n):

BEep_ay(n + 1) =
n

∑
i=1

BEep_ay
i (n + 1) =

n

∑
i=1

(
αi · Xi,n + (1− αi) · BEi(n)

)
,

CDRep_ay,1Y(n + 1) =
n

∑
i=1

(
αi · CDRULT

i (n)
)

.

(5)

If we allow for the estimation error, then MSEP[CDRep_ay,1Y(n + 1)|D(n)] 6=
MSEP[CDR1Y(n + 1)|D(n)], even though MSEP[CDRep_ay,1Y

i (n + 1)|D(n)] =
MSEP[CDR1Y

i (n + 1)|D(n)] for each accident year i, since the estimation error introduces
correlations between the simulated ultimate losses in accident years, which are different
from the one-year and ultimate perspective. To account for this correlation, the emergence
factors (αi)i=1,...,n have to be scaled to guarantee that MSEP[CDRep_ay,1Y(n + 1)|D(n)] =
MSEP[CDR1Y(n + 1)|D(n)]. There is no universal method in actuarial practice how this
scaling should be done.

The second approach is based on the use of the linear emergence pattern of the ultimate
loss directly based on all accident years combined, given D(n):

BEep(n + 1) = α · Xn + (1− α) · BE(n),

CDRep,1Y(n) = α · CDRULT(n),
(6)

where the single emergence pattern factor is defined by

α =

√
MSEP

[
− CDR1Y(n)|D(n)

]√
MSEP

[
− CDRULT(n)|D(n)

] .

This time, the single emergence pattern factor reflects the correlations between the
ultimate losses in accident years simulated with the estimation error.

The idea of the emergence pattern formula is that, instead of simulating the individual
development factors for the next year development in the loss triangle and projecting the
best estimate of the ultimate loss BE(n + 1) at the end of the next year, we simulate the
ultimate loss Xn or (Xi,n)i=1,...,n and allocate it to the best estimate of the ultimate loss at
the end of the next year with BEep(n + 1) or (BEep_ay

i (n + 1))i=1,...,n. For this approach, the
distribution of the ultimate loss has to be specified. In practice, this distribution is derived
by simulating the full run-off of the loss triangle with the pre-assumed claims development
process, possibly taking into account the parameters’ uncertainties. Once the ultimate
losses are simulated, they are linearly scaled and the one-year reserve risk can be estimated
from the simulated sample.

The main question is to which extent the distributions of CDRep_ay,1Y(n), CDRep,1Y(n),
CDR1Y(n) may differ in practice, where, by the distributions, we mean the conditional
distributions of the objects given the information D(n) available in a loss triangle. We
are also interested in how the distributions of CDRep_ay,1Y(n), CDRep,1Y(n), CDR1Y(n) are
related to the distribution of CDRULT(n). We compare the distributions by estimating the
Value-at-Risk measures in simulations. If we apply the linear emergence pattern formula
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for all accident years combined (6), then we have the following scaling rule for the VaR
risk measure:

VaRγ

[
− CDRep,1Y(n)|D(n)

]
VaRγ

[
− CDRULT(n)|D(n)

] = α, (7)

for all confidence levels γ ∈ (0, 1), which implies that the ultimate reserve risk, measured
with VaR, should be scaled with a simple coefficient α to get the one-year risk. In particular,
we validate if this simple scaling rule can be applied in practice.

The reason why the distributions of CDRep_ay,1Y(n), CDRep,1Y(n), and CDR1Y(n)
are expected to be different is that the linear emergence pattern Formulas (5) and (6)
are unlikely to give the proper relation between the best estimate of the ultimate loss
and the ultimate loss. By the definition of the emergence factors, the linear emergence
pattern formulas only give proper relation for the first two moments of the distributions in
which we are interested. Given the multivariate distribution of the claims development
process, which we assume to be specified with its parameters, we could try to derive
the conditional distributions BEi(n + 1)|Xi,n, BEi(n) for accident years i = 1, . . . , n. This
approach would improve the linear emergence pattern formula, without the estimation
error, and we would reveal the true emergence pattern of the ultimate loss in Mack Chain
Ladder models. Since a closed form solution is not possible, we estimate the conditional
distributions

(
BEi(n+ 1)|Xi,n, BEi(n)

)
i=1,...,n from simulated losses. We use BEest_ay

i (n+ 1)

and CDRest_ay,1Y
i (n) to denote our key objects for accident year i derived from Xi,n and the

estimated conditional distribution of BEi(n+ 1)|Xi,n, BEi(n). A similar approach is possible
with the estimation error, but we would have to estimate the conditional distributions
BEi(n + 1)|D(n) for accident years i = 1, . . . , n, which would be hard to compare with the
linear emergence pattern formula. We leave this for further research.

3. The Assumptions of the Simulation Study

We construct four loss triangles for our study, which we call low, medium, high, and very
high, depending on duration of the claims development process, volatility, and skewness of
individual development factors.

First, we start with defining the loss triangles for the study of the reserve risk without
the estimation error. When setting historical loss triangles, i.e., the realizations in D(n), we
do the following:

• We fix the payments in the first development year for all accident years (ei)i=1,...,n
and project the future cumulative payments on the expected value basis. This means
that the last diagonal of a loss triangle is equal to Xi,n+1−i = ei ·∏n−i

j=1 f j. Such a
construction of loss triangles makes it easier to compare our results with respect to
different distributions of (Fi,j)i=1,...,n,j=1,...,n−1 since the results are not influenced by
random differences in the last diagonal in the constructed loss triangles. We would
like to point out that, in the case without the estimation error, the diagonal of the loss
triangle is the only element of the historical loss triangle used in the study due to
the Markov nature of the claims development process and no need to re-estimate the
parameters with historical observations.

• We set e1 = 106 and assume a linear annual growth of 12.5% for (ei)i=2,...,n to reflect a
stable growth in the insurance portfolio, which is in line with the growth observed for
Polish market; see KNF (2020).2

In order to come up with particular values for ( f j)j=1,...,n−1 and (σj)j=1,...,n−1, which
describe the claims development process, we make the following (reasonable) assumption:

• A loss triangle with a longer duration and a longer tail has a higher volatility and
skewness of the outstanding loss measured with coefficient of variation and skewness
coefficient, which is presented in Dal Moro and Krvavych (2017).
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This might not always be the case in practice since we also observe loss triangles
with high duration and low volatility, skewness. However, as we will observe in the
sequel, the assumption made above allows us to create loss triangles more interesting
from the point of our study. While setting different parameters, we generally consider the
parameters for paid triangles; however, the presented methodology can be also extended
for incurred triangles.

Development factors ( f j)j=1,...,n−1: We follow the approach from Guy Carpenter and Oliver
Wyman (2014) to describe the pattern of loss development. We use a duration of the claims
development process, and we calculate a version of the Macaulay duration:

Duration =
n

∑
j=1

E[Pi,j]

E[Xi,n]
·
(

j− 1
2

)
=

1/2

∏n−1
j=1 f j

+
n

∑
j=2

(
f j−1 − 1

)
· (j− 1/2)

∏n−1
k=j−1 fk

, (8)

where (Pi,j)i,j=1,...,n denote the incremental payments made in development year j for
accident year i. The duration (8) in Mack Chain Ladder model is independent of the
accident year. Based on Guy Carpenter and Oliver Wyman (2014) and England et al. (2012),
durations of claims development processes usually range from 1 to 6 years. A line of
business with the duration higher than 3 is interpreted in this paper as long-tailed.

We construct development factors ( f j)j=1,...,n−1 for our four loss triangles by specifying
and matching durations. We model ( f j)j=1,...,n−1 with exponential or power curves, which
is the standard approach; see, e.g., Institute of Actuaries (2002). We prefer power curves for
long-tailed lines of business, as they allow for slower convergence to 1. As exponential and
power curves require two parameters, we specify f1 as the second reference point, next
to the duration of the claims development process, which we use for fitting ( f j)j=1,...,n−1.
We choose f1 based on KNF (2020) and Guy Carpenter and Oliver Wyman (2014), and
we follow the assumption that a longer and more volatile claims development process
generally tends to have a higher f1. Again, this might not always be the case since we
observe loss triangles with low f1 and high duration in Guy Carpenter and Oliver Wyman
(2014); KNF (2020). The benefits of this assumption are that it allows us to fit a smoother
curve to given duration and f1 and leads to more interesting conclusions.

The maximal development year for a loss triangle, denoted by n, is chosen in line with
the rule of thumb presented in Carrato et al. (2016), and we guarantee that
n ∈ [5× d, 1.5× 5× d], where d denotes the duration.

We set the parameters:

• Low: Duration = 1, f1 = 1.5, and n = 7. Curve type-exponential.
• Medium: Duration = 2, f1 = 1.75, and n = 12. Curve type-exponential.
• High: Duration = 3.5, f1 = 2, and n = 20. Curve type-power.
• Very high: Duration = 6, f1 = 3, and n = 30. Curve type-power.

We use numerical optimization to fit curves ( f j)j=1,...,n−1 to given duration of the
claims development process and initial value f1. The development factors for four loss
triangles are presented in Figure A1.

Volatilities (σj)j=1,...,n−1: We follow the approach from Dal Moro and Krvavych (2017) to
describe the volatility of loss development. We use the coefficient of variation (CoV) and
the skewness-to-CoV ratio (SC) of the outstanding loss from the ultimate perspective.

We again construct volatilities (σj)j=1,...,n−1 with power curves. This time, we only
use power curves because we require that the volatilities converge slower to 0 than the
claims development factors converge to 1, which we observe in KNF (2020); see Figure A2.
We fit power curves to pre-specified CoV and SC ratios of the outstanding loss. We have
found the following references about potential values of CoV and SC:

• Dal Moro and Krvavych (2017) state that reserve risk profiles should have CoV in
the range from 6% to 70%, with reserve risk profiles assessed as most risky for CoV
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exceeding 25%. For SC ratios, their range starts at 1.9, and the ratios above 4 describe
most risky reserve risk profiles.

• Wüthrich and Merz (2008b) investigate CoV for different portfolios and observe the
values from 1.9% to 51.7%, with most values in the interval from 3.5% to 16.5%.

• In the Standard Formula for reserve risk, as in Solvency II Regulation (2015), the
lowest CoV is set to 5.5%, and the highest CoV is set to 22%. These values are used for
one-year reserve risk; hence, CoV for ultimate reserve risk should be higher.

We set the following targets for coefficients of variation and skewness-to-CoV ratios
of the outstanding loss from the ultimate perspective (without the estimation error):

• Low: CoV = 10% and SC = 1. Curve type-power.
• Medium: CoV = 15% and SC = 2. Curve type-power.
• High: CoV = 25% and SC = 3.25. Curve type-power.
• Very high: CoV = 50% and SC = 5. Curve type-power.

We include SC = 1 to allow for light-tailed claims development processes which we
observe in KNF (2020). The value of SC = 3.25 is chosen since it is in the middle of the
range of SC ratios in the reserve class, where Dal Moro and Krvavych (2017) suggests to
use lognormal distributions to model the outstanding loss; see the next point, as well.

By the proof to Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 in Mack (1993), we calculate the first two
moments of the outstanding loss from the ultimate perspective:

E
[

R(n)|D(n)
]

=
n

∑
i=1

Xi,n+1−i ·

 n−1

∏
j=n+1−i

f j − 1

,

Var
[

R(n)|D(n)
]

=
n

∑
i=1

Xi,n+1−i ·∑n−1
j=n+1−i fn+1−i · . . . · f j−1 · σ2

j · f 2
j+1 · . . . · f 2

n−1,

(9)

which we use to calculate the coefficient of variation, which we next use as the reference
point in our fitting procedure. The calculation of the skewness coefficient of the outstanding
loss is more problematic as it depends on higher moments and distributional assumptions
of the claims development process, which are not specified in the distribution-free Mack
Chain Ladder model. In Appendix A.1, we calculate the skewness of RULT(n) assuming
that (Fi,j)i=1,...,n,j=1,...,n−1 follow lognormal distributions, and we use this particular formula
of the skewness coefficient to fit (σj)j=1,...,n−1, even though in our numerical studies we
also use different distributions of the individual development factors. The reason for that
approach is that we want to have a curve (σj)j=1,...,n−1 for a loss triangle independent of the
distribution of the individual development factors in the triangle so that we can investigate
the impact of different distributions.

We use numerical optimization to fit curves (σj)j=1,...,n−1 to given coefficient of vari-
ation and skewness-to-CoV ratio of the outstanding loss. The volatilities for four loss
triangles are presented in Figure A1.

Distributions of (Fi,j)i=1,...,n,j=1,...,n−1: For each loss triangle defined above, we run simula-
tions with the distributions recommended by Dal Moro and Krvavych (2017):

• gamma.
• lognormal.
• inverse gamma.

Lognormal distribution is most commonly used in claims reserving, as in, e.g.,
England and Verrall (2002); Rehman and Klugman (2010), and it was also used in the cali-
bration of the Standard Formula, as in CEIOPS (2010). In order to model light-tailed reserve
risk profiles, gamma distribution could be considered, as in England and Verrall (2002),
while, for heavy-tailed reserve risk profiles, we could implement inverse gamma distribu-
tion. Dal Moro and Krvavych (2017) also point out inverse Gaussian distribution; however,
in our study, it gave very close results to lognormal distribution and was, therefore, dis-
carded. Let us remark that, in our paper, we use the above distributions in a different con-
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text than Dal Moro and Krvavych (2017). We use these distributions as the distributions of
the individual development factors Fi,j, given Xi,j, whereas Dal Moro and Krvavych (2017)
use these distributions as the distributions of the outstanding loss RULT(n) given D(n). In
Section 4.4, we also check if the above distributions can be fitted to the outstanding loss in
Mack Chain Ladder models. To the best of our knowledge, gamma and lognormal distribu-
tions are commonly used in practice for modelling individual development factors in Mack
Chain Ladder models, as also seen in an example in Appendix 1 in England et al. (2019),
and we include inverse gamma distribution to model heavy-tailed loss developments.

After the loss triangles and the parameters of the claims development processes were
specified, we performed some plausibility checks to make sure that our triangles possess
characteristics that we would expect them to have. The plausibility tests are presented in
Figure A3 and they confirm that we have constructed reasonable historical loss triangles
with reasonable stochastic loss developments. Of course, our triangles do not completely
fill the space of possible loss triangles, but we believe that they represent crucial (and
various) characteristics of claims development processes which actuaries face in practice.
The very high triangles seem to be the most extreme case we may observe in real world,
while other triangles seem to be commonly investigated by reserving actuaries.

Now, we move to the study of the reserve risk with the estimation error. The inclusion
of the estimation error in our study requires additional assumptions for the construction
of the historical loss triangles. From the formula for the mean square error of prediction
for the one-year reserve risk from (1.2) for a single accident year and (2.3) for aggregated
accident years in Wüthrich and Merz (2015), we can deduce that the reserve risk with the
estimation error depends, not only on the diagonal of the loss triangle and the estimated
model’s parameters,3 but also on the proportions of the cumulative historical payments
made in development period j in the most recent calendar year to the cumulative historical

payments made in that development period in all past calendar years, i.e., on α
(n)
j =

Xn−j,j

∑
n−j
i=1 Xi,j

,

where here α
(n)
j denotes a factor from Wüthrich and Merz (2015), not the emergence factor.

Using KNF (2020), we can confirm that these proportions of the aggregate payments
observed in our synthetic triangles, constructed above, are of reasonable magnitude and
match real loss triangles from the Polish market. The next difficulty is that, when we sample
the new value of the claims development factor f̃ j for the introduction of the estimation
error, by conditionally sampling Xi,j+1 in D(n), the result depends, in general, on the
values of the individual historical payments Xi,j in each accident year i = 1, . . . , n − j.
Fortunately, we did not observe qualitatively different results compared to the case where
we use the synthetic loss triangles with the historical cumulative payments projected on
the expected value basis. Naturally, there are numerical differences in the results; however,
we are concerned with the nature and the shape of the relation between the one-year and
the ultimate reserve risk, which do not differ qualitatively. For these reasons, in the study
of the reserve risk with the estimation error, we use the same synthetic loss triangles, as
described above, with the same claims development factors and volatilities. The difference
is that now we sample the new estimates of the claims development factors, simulate the
development of claims with the pre-specified distributions under these new parameters,
re-estimate the claim development factors with the new payments on the diagonal of the
loss triangle and derive the new reserve at the end of the calendar year with these new
estimates. Finally, we have to scale the emergence factors for accident years if we allow for
the estimation error; see Section 2.3. There are various scaling methods used in practice, as
seen in Section 10.7 in Scarth et al. (2020), and the results depend on the methods. We use

the simplest uniform scaling method based on MSEP[CDR1Y(n+1)|D(n)]
MSEP[CDRep_ay,1Y(n+1)|D(n)] .

Since we target CoV and SC of the outstanding loss from the ultimate perspective in a
model with lognormal distribution of individual claims development factors and without
the estimation error when we define the curves for (σj)j=1,...,n−1, in Table 1, we summarise
the final CoV and the SC of the outstanding loss from the ultimate perspective for the four
triangles, the three distributions, and two cases: without and with the estimation error.
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The measures confirm that we have constructed reasonable simulation schemes for claims
development processes which agree with Dal Moro and Krvavych (2017). The CoVs are
calculated analytically and are presented for all distributions of Fi,j together, as they are
defined by the construction of triangle. The SCs without estimation error are calculated
analytically following the equations in Appendix A.1, and, for the case with estimation error,
they are calculated based on simulations. We do not present the values of SC for inverse
gamma distribution, as it does not exist in this situation (as presented in Appendix A.1).

Table 1. CoV and SC measures of the outstanding loss from the ultimate perspective—the case
without and with the estimation error.

Without Estimation Error With Estimation Error

Triangle CoV SC CoV SC

Distribution All Gamma Lognormal All Gamma Lognormal

Low 10.0% 0.71 1.00 11.8% 0.54 0.70
Medium 15.0% 1.50 2.00 17.3% 1.26 1.57

High 25.0% 2.42 3.25 27.7% 2.20 2.79
Very high 49.9% 3.13 5.00 55.5% 3.17 5.82

At the end, let us mention that payments are not discounted in simulations and the
best estimates of ultimate losses are presented in nominal values.

4. The Results of the Simulation Study

First, we examine the true relation between the one-year reserve risk and the ultimate
reserve risk, measured with Value-at-Risk, and validate the linear emergence pattern
formula used for scaling ultimate losses to one-year losses in a model without the estimation
error. Secondly, we discuss how one can extract the true emergence pattern of the ultimate
loss in Chain Ladder models and demonstrate how to improve the linear emergence pattern
formula if we would like to measure the one-year risk from a simulated sample of ultimate
losses. We still investigate the case without the estimation error for the true emergence
pattern in a Mack Chain Ladder model as it allows for a simpler comparison with the linear
emergence pattern formula. Next, we validate the linear emergence pattern formula in
a model with the estimation error. Finally, we study distribution approximations of the
outstanding loss in ultimate and one-year time horizon with the estimation error and verify
the fit of classical actuarial distributions.

4.1. One-Year vs. Ultimate Reserve Risk without the Estimation Error

For each triangle, we run 5 × 106 simulations from the assumed claims develop-
ment model by simulating the individual development factors (Fi,j)i=1,...,n,j=1,...,n−1 and
developing the loss triangle to the full square. We are interested in the ratios:

VaRγ

[
− CDR1Y(n)

∣∣D(n)]
VaRγ[−CDRULT(n)

∣∣D(n)] , (10)

VaRγ

[
− CDRep_ay,1Y(n)

∣∣D(n)]
VaRγ

[
− CDRULT(n)

∣∣D(n)] , (11)

VaRγ

[
− CDRep,1Y(n)

∣∣D(n)]
VaRγ

[
− CDRULT(n)

∣∣D(n)] . (12)

The first ratio (10) gives the true relation between the one-year risk and the ultimate
risk. The second and the third ratios (11) and (12) give the relations between the one-year
risk and the ultimate risk in case when the one-year loss is derived from the ultimate
loss with the linear emergence pattern Formulas (5) and (6). From (7), we know that the
ratio (12) for VaR is equal to the single emergence pattern factor α independently of the
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distribution of the individual development factors. All risk measures are estimated based
on 5× 106 simulations.

The results are presented in Figure 1. Each row represents a different triangle type,
while each column represents a different distribution of the individual development factors
in the loss triangle. The ratios (10) and (12) as a function of the confidence level are plotted,
respectively, with blue, green, and red lines. We consider confidence levels from γ = 75%
to γ = 99.9%, which are used in actuarial practice. The dashed vertical line in Figure 1
presents γ = 99.5% implied by Solvency II Directive.
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Figure 1. The ratios of Value-at-Risk measures for the one-year risk and the ultimate risk as a function of the confidence
level—the case without the estimation error.
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First, we study the true relation between the one-year reserve risk and the ultimate
reserve risk described by the ratio (10). We may notice that the ratios can be significantly
different and, in general, depend on the confidence level, the distribution of the individual
development factors in the loss triangle and the triangle type (the key characteristics of the
claims development process). Interestingly, for lognormal and inverse gamma distributions,
the ratio (10) seems to be an increasing function of the confidence level, whereas, for
gamma distribution, it is a decreasing function of the confidence level. This property
seems to hold universally for light-tailed and sub-exponential/heavy-tailed distributions
of individual development factors (however, additional tests should be performed to
confirm this statement; we also tested Weibull, Pareto, normal distributions in addition to
the distributions presented in the paper). For low triangles, the true ratio of the one-year
risk to the ultimate risk depends weakly on the confidence level and the distribution of the
individual development factors. This is a very useful property of the one-year risk vs. the
ultimate risk. As we move to triangles with longer duration, higher volatility, skewness,
and heavier tail of individual development factors, the range of possible values of (10) for
our confidence levels extends to 78.3–86.1% for high triangles with lognormal distribution,
to 65.5–84.0% for very high triangles with lognormal distribution, and even to 59.0–83.7%
for the most extreme case of very high triangle with inverse gamma distribution. For the
triangles with gamma distribution, we observe similar values of (10) for all four triangles,
with the widest range observed for very high triangle and being 72.6–74.2%. These examples
show that the distribution of the individual development factors in the loss triangle and
the key characteristics of the claims development process (such as duration, development
pattern and its volatilities) should have an important impact on the relation between the
one-year reserve risk and the ultimate reserve risk, and simple rules for scaling the ultimate
risk to the one-year risk may misestimate the true risk. For example, for high triangles, for
γ = 99.5%, we have the following ratios: 80.8%, 84.1%, 86.8%, respectively, for gamma,
lognormal, and inverse gamma, for γ = 75% we have the following ratios: 81.2%, 78.3%,
75.0%, again for gamma, lognormal, and inverse gamma, whereas, for low triangles, the
ratios are close to 92.7% for all distributions and all confidence levels.

Secondly, we compare the two approaches to the linear emergence pattern Formula (5)
with (6) by comparing the ratio (11) with (12). For all triangles, except very high, the ratios
are very close to each other for all confidence levels considered. For very high triangles,
the difference resulting from the two approaches is larger, e.g., for γ = 99.5%, the largest
difference between (11) and (12) is observed for gamma distribution and the ratios are
equal to 73.3% for EP and 75.3% for EP_AY, whereas, for γ = 75%, the largest difference is
observed for inverse gamma distribution and the ratios are equal to 73.3% for EP and 69.0%
for EP_AY. We can conclude that the linear emergence pattern formula applied to individual
accident years does not lead to significantly different results from the linear emergence
pattern formula applied to all accident years combined unless we work with triangles
with very long duration, very high volatility, skewness, and heavy tails of individual
development factors. We will continue with (5), which is more common in practice.

Thirdly, and most importantly, we analyse the adequacy of the linear emergence
pattern Formula (5) in Chain Ladder models and its ability to estimate the one-year risk
from ultimate losses. Already, from the first point of our analysis, we expect that the linear
emergence pattern formula may give poor results in some important cases. We can deduce
that, for low triangles, the quality of the linear emergence pattern formula is indeed very
good, for all distributions and all confidence levels, and the maximal misestimation error
of the one-year risk is equal to 0.6% of the true one-year risk. The linear emergence pattern
formula is worse for medium triangles with gamma or lognormal distributions, where the
maximal misestimation error of the one-year risk is 1.6% of the true one-year risk, and
for medium triangles with for inverse gamma, where the misestimation error reaches 3.2%.
When we move to triangles with longer duration, higher volatility, skewness, and heavier
tail of individual development factors, the performance of the linear emergence pattern
formula deteriorates further and the misestimation errors depend on the triangle type, the
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distribution of the individual development factors in the loss triangle and the confidence
level. For high triangles, for γ = 99.5%, the misestimation errors of the one-year risk are
1.0%, −2.8%, −5.7% of the true one-year risk, respectively, for gamma, lognormal, and
inverse gamma, while, for γ = 75%, the misestimation errors are −0.7%, 2.6%, 7.0%, again
for gamma, lognormal, and inverse gamma. For very high triangles, for all confidence
levels considered, the maximal absolute misestimation error reaches 6.0%, 9.9%, 16.8%
for gamma, lognormal, and inverse gamma distributions. Interestingly, we can observe
that, for lognormal distribution and inverse gamma, the linear emergence pattern formula
overestimates the Value-at-Risk measure for low confidence levels and underestimates
VaR for high confidence levels. A reverse behaviour is observed for gamma distribution
where the emergence pattern formula underestimates the Value-at-Risk measure for low
confidence levels and overestimates VaR for high confidence levels. This property seems to
be universal for light-tailed and subexponential/heavy-tailed distributions of individual
development factors, but as above, additional tests should be performed. We may conclude
that the linear emergence pattern Formula (5) may lead to a significant misestimation of
the one-year risk in case of volatile, skewed, heavy-tailed claims development processes
with long durations. However, it may offer a reasonable approximation of the one-year
risk in case of claims development processes with short durations, low volatilities, low
skewness coefficients, and light tails.

4.2. The True Emergence Pattern of the Ultimate Loss without the Estimation Error

We choose the high triangle with the maximal development period set to n = 20 and
lognormal distribution of the individual development factors. This triangle is the most
interesting for our analysis since the linear emergence pattern formula fails to estimate the
true quantiles of the one-year loss and the claims development process for this triangle
is still relevant for actuarial practice (we exclude very high triangles and inverse gamma
distributions as they are less likely to arise in applications).

We simulate 10,000 scenarios of the revaluations of the best estimate of the ultimate
loss

(
BE(1), . . . , BE(n)

)
in consecutive development years from the claims development

model specified for the high triangle for a single accident year. Clearly, BE(n) gives the
ultimate loss Xn. The subscript i is omitted as we do not consider any specific accident year
in these simulations. First, we simulate the payments for the first development year, next
we simulate the development process of claims in consecutive development years using
the assumptions CL2–CL3 and lognormal distribution for the individual development
factors, and finally we calculate the best estimate of the ultimate loss in each simulation
at the end of each development year using the known development factors ( f j)j=1,...,n−1.
The payments for the first development year are simulated from a uniform distribution
on (0.5e1, 1.5en), where e1 and en denote the payments assumed for the high triangle in the
first development year in the first and the last accident year. The scenarios are collected in
the matrix X =

(
k, BE(k), BE(n), BE(k + 1)

)
k=1,...,n−2 of dimension 180,000 × 4. The range

of the scenarios in X should include, by construction, the range of possible scenarios of
stochastic developments of claims from our loss triangle, which we derive if we simulate
the future cumulative payments starting from the cumulative payments observed at the
last diagonal of the loss triangle. In order to guarantee that we fit the model on the range
of scenarios of claims development relevant for our high triangle, we additionally simulate
1000 scenarios of claims development and the revaluations of the best estimate of the
ultimate loss for each accident year for the high triangle given the history D(n). These
scenarios are added to X , and we end up with the matrix of dimension 198,000 × 4. Finally,
the best estimates in X are scaled with the mean value of the ultimate loss.

We train the so-called Gamma Mixture Density Networks and fit the conditional
distributions of

(
BE(k + 1)

∣∣k, BE(n), BE(k)
)

k=1,...,n−2 to the data in X . The idea is to fit a
mixture of gamma distributions to a noisy response where the mixing probabilities, the
shape parameters, and the common scale parameter depend on explanatory variables; for
details, we refer to Delong et al. (2020). In the data matrix X , the response is BE(k + 1), and
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the explanatory variables are given by (k, BE(k), BE(n)). We apply the logarithmic and the
min max scaler transform to (BE(k), BE(n)) and feed the inputs into the neural network.

We fit deep neural networks with 3 hidden layers, and we apply the forward network
algorithm from Delong et al. (2020). The development period is treated as a categorical
variable, and we use the entity embedding approach to model this variable. We test
various hyper-parameters: the number of gamma densities = 3, 1, 2, 4, 5; the number of
neurons in each layer = 20, 10, 30, 40; the learning rate = 0.0005, 0.0002, 0.002, 0.02; the
dimension of the embedding = 5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6; the batch size = 10,000 and 1000, and the first
number is the optimal choice identified in our pre-training trials. A high dimension of the
entity embedding is caused by the fact that the conditional distributions are significantly
different at different development years k: they are skewed at initial development years
and symmetric at later development years. The Expectation-Maximization algorithm is
run for 500 iterations and the neural network is trained for 25 epochs in each iteration. The
data set is split into training and validation in the proportion 80 : 20, and early stopping is
applied on the validation set in each iteration of the EM algorithm.

In Figure 2, we present key characteristics of the true emergence pattern of the ultimate
loss, derived from the estimated conditional distributions of

(
BE(k + 1)

∣∣k, BE(n), BE(k)
)

for k = 1, . . . , n− 2, in a comparison with the linear emergence pattern formula. We choose
development years k = 1, 3, 5, 10 and plot the conditional expected value, the conditional
standard deviation and the conditional quantiles of order 75%, 95%, and 99.5% of the
one-year loss BE(k + 1)− BE(k)|BE(n), BE(k) after development year k as a function of
the ultimate loss BE(n)− BE(k) and the current best estimate BE(k) evaluated at the end
of development year k. The current best estimate of the ultimate loss is split into 4 quartiles
in the plots. We use the points (BE(n), BE(k)) from the data matrix X . From Section 2.3,
we know that the expected value and quantiles of the one-year loss derived from the
ultimate loss by applying the linear emergence pattern formula are linear functions of
the ultimate loss and are independent of the current best estimate of the ultimate loss;
see (4). From Figure 2, we can conclude that the true emergence pattern of the ultimate
loss in our Mack Chain Ladder model is significantly different from the linear emergence
pattern. We observe that even the conditional expected value of the one-year loss does
not match the linear emergence pattern formula. However, it is linear in the ultimate loss
and does not depend on the current best estimate of the ultimate loss. The conditional
standard deviation of the one-year loss clearly depends on the ultimate loss and the current
best estimate of the ultimate loss. The higher the current best estimate of the ultimate
loss, the larger the conditional standard deviation of the one-year loss. In addition, the
higher the ultimate loss, the larger the conditional standard deviation of the one-year
loss, but this relation vanishes at later development years. Let us recall that, for the linear
emergence pattern formula, the conditional standard deviation of the one-year loss is zero
as the emergence pattern formula yields a degenerate conditional distribution given the
ultimate loss. Finally, we observe that the linear emergence pattern formula underestimates
a possible emergence of the ultimate loss and a possible realization of the one-year loss
corresponding to the ultimate loss, since quantiles of the one-year loss, at high confidence
levels, are above the linear emergence pattern formula assuming that the ultimate loss is
given. A similar observation has already been deduced in Section 4.1, but now we can
have better insight of this failure of the linear emergence pattern formula. Moreover, the
higher the current best estimates of the ultimate loss, the larger the underestimation of a
possible one-year loss with the linear emergence formula. In addition, at development year
k = 1 and the confidence levels γ = 95%, 99.5%, we can see that the underestimation is
the most severe for scenarios with high ultimate losses. We remark that the distribution of(

BE(2)
∣∣1, BE(n), BE(1)

)
will be applied in the most recent accident year, and this accident

year has the greatest impact on the final results. Finally, the higher the ultimate loss and
the higher the current best estimate of the ultimate loss, the higher the quantile of the
conditional distribution of the one-year loss at high confidence levels γ = 75%, 95%, 99.5%.
In contrast, the linear emergence pattern formula completely ignores the dependence of
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the one-year loss on the current best estimate of the ultimate loss, and quantiles of the
conditional distribution of the one-year loss are independent of the current best estimate.
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Figure 2. The true emergence pattern and the linear emergence pattern of the one-year loss—the case without the
estimation error.
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The estimated distributions of
(

BE(k + 1)
∣∣k, BE(n), BE(k)

)
k=1,...,n−2 can now be used

to simulate BEest_ay
i (n + 1) and CDRest_ay,1Y

i (n) for all i = 3, . . . , n given the simulated
ultimate losses Xi,n and the information D(n) available in our triangle at the end of
the calendar year n. The first two accident years are trivial to handle since there is
no development for the first year and the one-year loss coincides with the ultimate
loss for the second accident year. In Table 2, we compare quantiles of the distribu-
tions of −CDRep_ay,1Y(n),−CDRest_ay,1Y(n),−CDR1Y(n), given D(n). The ultimate losses
(Xi,n)i=1,...,n are simulated with the claims development model for the high triangle and
are mapped into the best estimate of the ultimate loss using one of the methods. We
run new 100, 000 simulations of the ultimate loss for each accident year and perform the
calculations, particularly to calculate BEest_ay

i (n + 1) we simulate from the conditional
distribution BEi(n + 1)

∣∣n− i + 1, Xi,n, BEi(n). We can confirm that we have improved the
linear emergence pattern formula and the quantiles of the distribution of −CDRest_ay,1Y(n)
match very closely the quantiles of the distribution of −CDR1Y(n).

Table 2. The quantiles of the distributions of the one-year loss derived with three methods—the case
without the estimation error.

Confidence Level γ 75% 80% 85% 90% 95% 99% 99.5%

VaRγ

[
−CDR1Y(n)

∣∣D(n)]
VaRγ

[
−CDRULT(n)

∣∣D(n)] 78.3% 78.6% 79.6% 80.5% 81.1% 83.4% 83.8%

VaRγ

[
−CDRep_ay,1Y(n)

∣∣D(n)]
VaRγ

[
−CDRULT(n)

∣∣D(n)] 80.5% 80.5% 80.8% 81.0% 81.3% 81.7% 81.6%

VaRγ

[
−CDRest_ay,1Y(n)

∣∣D(n)]
VaRγ

[
−CDRULT(n)

∣∣D(n)] 78.0% 77.8% 79.1% 79.8% 80.4% 83.5% 84.0%

4.3. One-Year vs. Ultimate Reserve Risk with the Estimation Error

In Figure 3, we present the results for the models with the estimation error. In general,
the qualitative conclusions concerning the emergence pattern formulas in reserve risk
models with the estimation error are similar as in the case without the estimation error.
However, we observe some interesting changes compared to Section 4.1.

It is clear that the true relation between the one-year reserve risk and the ultimate
reserve risk described by the ratio (10) can vary significantly and depend on the confidence
level, the characteristics of the claims development process in the loss triangle and the
triangle type. For the triangles with lognormal and inverse gamma distributions, the
ratio (10) is still an increasing function of the confidence level, except for very high triangle
with lognormal distribution for which the ratio is slightly decreasing at first and then
steeply increasing. The ranges of possible values of (10) for our confidence levels are now
narrower than in the case without the estimation error—this time we get: 79.0–83.1% for
high triangle with lognormal distribution, 67.4–76.9% for very high triangle with lognormal
distribution, and 61.9–77.1% for the most extreme case of very high triangle with inverse
gamma distribution. For the triangles with gamma distribution, we observe that the
ratio (10) is still a decreasing function of the confidence level. Interestingly, the differences
in the ratios are now much more visible than in the case without the estimation error. The
range of possible values of (10) extends to 78.4–81.4% for high triangle, and to 67.5–75.2%
for very high triangle. Only for low triangles is the true ratio of the one-year risk to the
ultimate risk stable for all distributions and all confidence levels (close to 92.1% in this
case), which we also identify in Section 4.1.
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Figure 3. The ratios of Value-at-Risk measures for the one-year risk and the ultimate risk as a function of the confidence
level—the case with the estimation error.

By comparing the ratio (11) with (12), we come to the same conclusions as earlier that
the linear emergence pattern formula applied to individual accident years does not lead
to significantly different results from the linear emergence pattern formula applied to all
accident years combined, except for very high triangles where the difference between the
approaches becomes large, especially for low confidence levels.
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We finally validate the adequacy of the linear emergence pattern Formula (5) in Chain
Ladder models and its ability to approximate the one-year risk from ultimate losses. First, we
observe that the curves determined by the emergence patterns (11) and (12) move downward
compared to the case without the estimation error. This basically agrees with the intuition: if
we investigate (12) with a single emergence factor, then the inclusion of the estimation error
in a reserve risk model should have a larger impact on the mean square error of prediction
for the ultimate loss than the one-year loss, which in turn decreases the emergence factor.4

Secondly, and less intuitively, the slopes of the curves determined by the true one-year
loss (10) decrease for lognormal and inverse gamma distributions and increase for gamma
distribution of individual development factors. These changes have a visible impact on the
quality of the linear emergence pattern formulas. The quality of the approximation for low
and medium triangles is better than in the case without the estimation error as the maximal
misestimation errors, for all distributions and all confidence levels, are equal to 0.3% and
1.7% of the true one-year risk, respectively, for low and medium triangles. The reason for
this improvement is that large misestimation errors observed in low and medium triangles
with lognormal and inverse gamma distributions without the estimation errors decrease
when the estimation error is included, and the misestimation errors for these triangles with
gamma distributions do not increase significantly. For high triangles, for γ = 99.5%, the
misestimation errors of the one-year risk are 2.7%, −0.9%, −3.9% of the true one-year
risk, respectively, for gamma, lognormal, and inverse gamma, while, for γ = 75%, the
misestimation errors are −2.0%, 0.7%, 4.3%, again for gamma, lognormal, and inverse
gamma. For very high triangles, for all confidence levels considered, the maximal absolute
misestimation error reaches 11.3%, 4.7%, 9.5% for gamma, lognormal, and inverse gamma
distributions. In comparison with the case without the estimation error, the misestimation
error increases for the triangles with gamma distribution and decreases for the triangles
with lognormal and inverse gamma distributions. One explanation for this change in the
quality of the emergence patterns in our experiments might be that, when we include the
estimation error, the ratios of the skewness of the one-year loss to the ultimate loss decrease
and move closer to 1 for lognormal and inverse gamma distributions, whereas the ratios of
the skewness of the one-year loss to the ultimate loss decrease and move away from 1 for
gamma distribution, while we expect that the linear emergence pattern formula, at least (6),
will work better, if the skewness coefficient of the one-year loss is close to the ultimate loss (as
we have that Skew

[
− CDRep,1Y(n)

∣∣D(n)] = Skew
[
− CDRULT(n)

∣∣D(n)]). We still observe
that, for lognormal and inverse gamma distributions, the linear emergence pattern formula
overestimates the Value-at-Risk measure for low confidence levels and underestimates VaR
for high confidence levels and a reverse behaviour is observed for gamma distribution. Our
examples still confirm that the linear emergence pattern Formula (5) may lead to a significant
misestimation of the one-year risk in case of volatile, skewed claims development processes
with long durations but it may offer a reasonable approximation of the one-year risk in case
of low volatile, low skewed claims development processes with short durations. The impact
of the tail of the distribution of the individual claims development factors on the performance
of the linear emergence pattern formula is less intuitive as light-tailed distributions may have
larger misestimation errors than sub-exponential/heavy-tailed distributions.

4.4. Approximations to the Outstanding Loss Distribution with the Estimation Error

We fit parametric distributions to the outstanding loss from the ultimate perspective
RULT(n) and from the one-year perspective R1Y(n) with the method of moments and
validate the fit against the empirical distributions provided by our 5× 106 simulations
from the previous section. We only consider the reserve risk models with the estimation
error. As distributions of the outstanding loss we try: gamma, lognormal, inverse gamma.
These distributions were suggested, e.g., by Dal Moro and Krvavych (2017); Mack (1994),
for the outstanding loss from the ultimate perspective. As far as the one-year reserve risk
is concerned, the Solvency II Directive postulates to calibrate the one-year reserve volatility
based on either the Merz-Wüthrich formula, or historical changes in the run-off ratio (the
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ratio of the outstanding loss from the one-year perspective to the opening best estimate
reserve) and to use a lognormal distribution to model the annual change in the run-off
ratio; see CEIOPS (2010). Hence, gamma, lognormal, and inverse gamma distributions are
natural choices in this study,5 and, despite their widespread use in reserve risk modelling,
we are not aware of any validation report of their quality.

The distributions: gamma, lognormal, inverse gamma have two parameters which
we fit to the expected value and the variance of the loss, calculated with the Mack and the
Merz-Wüthrich formulas. We extend the class of possible distributions for modelling the
outstanding loss by also testing the shifted versions of gamma, lognormal, and inverse
gamma distributions. The third parameter of a shifted distribution is fitted by using the
skewness coefficient of the outstanding loss. In the models with the estimation error, we
estimate the skewness coefficients from the simulated losses.6 In case when the individual
development factors are modelled with inverse gamma distribution, the skewness of
the outstanding loss does not exist, as shown in Appendix A.1, and we only test non-
shifted distributions.

The results are presented in Figure 4 (from the ultimate perspective) and Figure 5
(from the one-year perspective). We analyse the quality of our approximations by studying
the ratios:

VaRγ

[
R̂ULT(n)

∣∣D(n)]
VaRγ

[
RULT(n)

∣∣D(n)] ,
VaRγ

[
R̂1Y(n)

∣∣D(n)]
VaRγ

[
R1Y(n)

∣∣D(n)] ,

where VaRγ

[
R̂ULT(n)

∣∣D(n)] and VaRγ

[
R̂1Y(n)

∣∣D(n)] are calculated using the fitted para-
metric distribution of the outstanding loss; hence, these terms describe our approximations,
and VaRγ

[
RULT(n)

∣∣D(n)] and VaRγ

[
R1Y(n)

∣∣D(n)] are estimated using the simulated
sample of the outstanding losses, thus these terms being interpreted as the true quantile of
the outstanding loss.

Let us focus on the distributions of the ultimate loss with the estimation error from
the ultimate perspective, presented in Figure 4. We start with the non-shifted distributions.
We may notice that the quality of the approximation and the choice of the best distribution
depend on the triangle type and the confidence level. For triangles with shorter duration,
lower volatility, skewness, and lighter tail of individual development factors, gamma
distribution seems to provide the best approximation to the distribution of the outstanding
loss. If we approximate the distributions of the outstanding loss for low and medium
triangles with gamma distribution, the maximal misestimation of the true quantile of
the outstanding loss is equal to 6.0% at γ = 99.5%, and −2.6% at γ = 75%, with the
absolute misestimation errors being generally lower than 5%. For triangles with longer
duration, higher volatility, skewness, and heavier tail of individual development factors,
lognormal distribution seems to outperform the others. If we approximate the distributions
of the outstanding loss for high and very high triangles with lognormal distribution, the
maximal misestimation of the true quantile of the outstanding loss is equal to 6.9% at
γ = 99.5%, and 7.8% at γ = 75%, with the absolute misestimation errors being generally
lower than 5%. If we decide to use lognormal distribution to approximate the outstanding
loss for low and medium triangles, then the maximal misestimation error is equal to 10.8% at
γ = 99.5%, and −5.8% at γ = 75%, with the absolute misestimation errors being generally
lower than 10% in these two cases. This example presents that the choice of the best
distribution is important and may have a significant impact on the quality of the results.
The example with lognormal distribution is especially important for actuarial practice as
this distribution is commonly used for approximations to the outstanding loss from the
ultimate perspective; see Mack (1994). We can see here that, for low volatile, low skewed,
light-tailed claims development processes with short durations, the use of lognormal
distribution is conservative at high confidence levels; however, the overestimation of the
true quantile can be as high as 11%, whereas, at low confidence levels, the lognormal
distribution can underestimate the true quantile by 6%.
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Figure 4. The ratios of Value-at-Risk measures for the outstanding loss estimated with parametric distribution and empirical
distribution as a function of the confidence level—the case with the estimation error and the ultimate perspective.
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Figure 5. The ratios of Value-at-Risk measures for the outstanding loss estimated with parametric distribution and empirical
distribution as a function of the confidence level—the case with the estimation error and the one-year perspective.

Interestingly, we can observe that the shifted distributions outperform the non-shifted
versions for the triangles with gamma and lognormal distributions. Their better goodness
of fit properties are a natural consequence of an additional parameter. For low, medium,
and high triangles, the maximal absolute misestimation error of the true quantile of the
outstanding loss, for all quantiles considered, is below 0.5% for the triangles with gamma
distribution, and below 2.5% for the triangles with lognormal distribution, if the best shifted
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distribution approximating the outstanding loss is chosen. For very high triangle with
lognormal distribution, the best shifted inverse gamma distribution only slightly improves
the non-shifted inverse gamma. These examples clearly show that it might be beneficial to
fit three-parameters distributions to the outstanding loss from the ultimate perspective as
two-parameters distributions may misestimate significantly the true distribution.

The results for the outstanding loss with the estimation error from the one-year
perspective, presented in Figure 5, are similar. Gamma distribution provides a better
approximation to the outstanding loss for low and medium triangles, lognormal distribu-
tion provides a better approximation to the outstanding loss for high triangles. The new
observation is that inverse gamma distribution provides the best approximation to the
outstanding loss for very high triangles, but the quality of this approximation is poor in the
most extreme triangle with inverse gamma distribution of individual development factors,
as in the case with the ultimate perspective. It is worth pointing out that inverse gamma
distribution now outperforms lognormal distribution for very high triangles, which was not
observed for the outstanding loss from the ultimate perspective where lognormal distribu-
tion provides the best approximation in very high triangles. The reason for this change is
that the skewness-to-CoV ratio (SC) for the outstanding loss from the one-year perspective
is larger than the SC for the outstanding loss from the ultimate perspective in our examples
and lognormal distributions cannot be fitted to large SCs without significantly increasing
CoVs (for X with lognormal distribution, we have that SC(X) = 3 + CoV(X)2, as stated in
Dal Moro and Krvavych (2017)). We again point out that the use of lognormal distribution
can lead to significant misestimation errors, both when it is used for low and medium
triangles (outperformed by gamma distribution) and for very high triangles (outperformed
by inverse gamma distribution). For the triangles with lognormal distribution of individual
development factors, at γ = 99.5%, which is the most interesting confidence level for the
one-year risk, the misestimation errors of the true quantile of the outstanding loss with
the fitted lognormal distribution are equal to: 8.9%, 5.4%, −5.2%, −13.0%, respectively,
for low, medium, high, and very high triangles. If we switch to the approximations of the
outstanding loss with gamma distribution (for low and medium triangles) and inverse
gamma distribution (for high and very high triangles), the misestimation errors decrease
to: 4.7%, 0.0%, 2.2%, −3.0% for low, medium, high, and very high triangles. This example is
again important as lognormal distributions are often used in practice for modelling the
outstanding loss from the one-year perspective, as in CEIOPS (2010), and this may not be
the best universal choice. Finally, the shifted distributions again outperform the non-shifted
versions in approximating the outstanding loss and provide very good approximations
with the maximal absolute misestimation error equal to 3.1% across all cases, except very
high triangle with lognormal distribution of individual development factors, if the best
shifted distribution approximating the outstanding loss is chosen.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated the relation between one-year reserve risk and
ultimate reserve risk, without and with the estimation error, in Mack Chain Ladder models
in a simulation study. We have demonstrated that the linear emergence pattern formula
may misestimate the one-year risk and actuaries should apply emergence patterns with
care when scaling the ultimate risk to the one-year risk. At the same time, the misestimation
errors identified in our study seem not to be critical for loss triangles most often observed
in actuarial practice. In a model without the estimation error, we have derived the true
emergence pattern of the ultimate loss in a Mack Chain Ladder model and presented
that it may differ from the linear emergence pattern formula. Finally, we have found
that two-parameter loss distributions commonly used by actuaries, particularly the most
commonly used lognormal distribution, may not be sufficient to model the outstanding
loss from the ultimate and the one-year perspective and goodness-of-fit can be improved
by fitting shifted versions of classical loss distributions.
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Since our research and conclusions are based on synthetic loss triangles, we also
performed similar calculations based on available real loss triangles, and we can confirm
that the qualitative results are similar as the one presented in this paper. We have also
tested the impact of two assumptions: the one concerning the initial exposure and its
growth (by creating triangles following the same methodology as earlier but for different
(ei)) and the second about the deterministic pre-defined diagonal of the loss triangle (by
creating triangles which lead to the same f j and σj, but have stochastic realizations). For
both of these tests, there are naturally numerical differences in the results; however, the
relation between the one-year and the ultimate reserve risk does not differ qualitatively.
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Appendix A

Appendix A.1. The Skewness Coefficient of the Ultimate Loss

We show how to calculate the third central moment of the ultimate loss Xn in a
model without the estimation error. Since the accident years are independent, E

[
(Xn −

E[Xn])3|D(n)
]
= ∑n

i=1 E
[
(Xi,n − E[Xi,n])

3|D(n)
]
. For a single accident year, we can use

the well-know formula:

E
[
(Xi,n −E[Xi,n])

3|D(n)
]
= E

[
X3

i,n|D(n)
]
− 3 ·E

[
Xi,n|D(n)

]
Var

[
Xi,n|D(n)

]
−
(
E
[
Xi,n|D(n)

])3
.

We now calculate the third raw moment of Xi,n for i = 2, . . . , n.

1. Fi,j|Xi,j has lognormal distribution: The parameters of the lognormal distribution are
determined by CL1-CL3. From the formula for the third raw moment of lognormal
distribution, we can deduce that

E
[
X3

i,j+1
∣∣Xi,j

]
= X3

i,jE
[
F3

i,j
∣∣Xi,j

]
=

(
f 2
j Xi,j + σ2

j

)3

f 3
j

, j = 1, . . . , n− 1.

Let i + j > n + 1. By the law of iterated expectation and Markov property of the claims
development process, we have that

E
[
X3

i,j+1
∣∣D(n)] = E

[
E
[

X3
i,j+1

∣∣∣D(n) ∨ σ(Xi,j)
]∣∣∣D(n)]

= 1
f 3
j

(
f 6
j E
[
X3

i,j

∣∣D(n)]+ 3 f 4
j σ2

j E
[
X2

i,j

∣∣D(n)]+ 3 f 2
j σ4

j E
[
Xi,j
∣∣D(n)]+ σ6

j

)
.

(A1)

We are able to calculate the third raw moments in an iterative fashion from Xi,n−i+1
up to Xi,n.

2. Fi,j|Xi,j has gamma distribution: We apply the same arguments, and we can derive

E
[
X3

i,j+1|D(n)
]

= 1
f 3
j

(
f 6
j E
[
X3

i,j|D(n)
]
+ 3 f 4

j σ2
j E
[
X2

i,j|D(n)
]
+ 2 f 2

j σ4
j E
[
Xi,j|D(n)

])
. (A2)

3. Fi,j|Xi,j has inverse gamma distribution: The skewness of the ultimate loss does not exist.
Let us choose j ∈ {n− i + 1, . . . , n− 1} and consider inverse gamma distribution with
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shape parameter αi,j and scale parameter βi,j for the next development period j + 1. Using
moments for inverse gamma and CL1-CL3, we derive that

αi,j = 2 +
Xi,j f 2

j

σ2
j

> 2, βi,j = (αi,j − 1) f j > 0,

which are well-defined parameters of the distribution and the second moment of inverse
gamma distribution is always finite. However, the third moment of inverse gamma
distribution only exists for αi,j > 3. Since the distribution of Xi,j is not bounded from below,

we may have Xi,j ≤
σ2

j

f 2
j

on the last diagonal of the loss triangle or, with positive probability,

in simulations of the development of the loss triangle. If this is the case, then CL1-CL3
imply that αi,j ≤ 3 and the skewness does not exists. This property shows why the most
volatile results are observed in our simulation study for inverse gamma distributions.

However, we can still choose a shifted inverse gamma distribution to approximate
the distribution of the outstanding/one-year loss if its skewness is finite, which is the
case if the individual development factors in the loss triangle are modelled with gamma
and lognormal distributions. The method of moments now implies that (with loc being
shift parameter).

αIG = 3 +
16 +

√
64γ2

R + 256

2γ2
R

, β IG =
√

σ2
R(αIG − 1)2(αIG − 2), locIG = µR −

β IG
αIG − 1

,

where µR, σ2
R, γR denote the expected value, variance, and skewness of the outstanding/one-

year loss.

Appendix A.2. Additional Charts and Plausibility Checks of Our Simulations

In Figure A1, we present the claims development factors and the log-volatilities used in
our simulation study. Larger differences in (σj)j=1,...,n−1, than for ( f j)j=1,...,n−1, are expected
due to the fact that (σj)j=1,...,n−1 are defined in relation to the claims volume. In Figure A2,
we observe that the claims development factors converge faster than the volatilities.

Development factors

10 20
1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0
Log−volatilities

10 20

0

2

5

8

low medium high very high

Figure A1. Parameters f j and log(σj) used in the simulation study.

In Figure A3, we validate the results of our simulations without the estimation error.
Similar plausibility checks were performed in the study with the estimation error. The val-
ues of the emergence pattern coefficients (αi)i=1,...,n across accident years are U-shaped for
all triangles, with lower values for higher lengths of tail, in line with England et al. (2012)
and Scarth et al. (2020). The percentage of expected payments made in specific devel-
opment year for a given accident year is monotonically decreasing for low and medium
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triangles, while, for high and very high triangles, it achieves the maximum value in later
development years, which is in line with the observations in Guy Carpenter and Oliver
Wyman (2014). The emergence of the expected ultimate loss and the standard deviation of
the ultimate loss in calendar years is slower for triangles with longer tails, which is obvious.
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Figure A2. Convergence rates for the parameters f j and σj.
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Figure A3. Plausibility tests performed for the simulation study without the estimation error.

Additionally, we analyse developments of loss triangles by studying the maximum and
the minimum of 99.5% and 0.5% quantiles of the simulated individual claims development
factors across accident years and development periods (see Table A1). For the triangles:
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low, medium, and high, the simulated individual development factors are, most likely, in
the range from 0.25 to 6.5, which is acceptable from practical point of view. For very high
triangles, we observe that the range of the simulated individual development factors is
much larger, and they may attain 0 and go up to around 25. As commented in the paper,
we constructed very high triangles so that they serve as the most extreme case observable in
practice. The results for the case with the estimation error are very similar and are omitted.

Table A1. The maximum of quantiles of order 99.5% and minimum of quantiles of order 0.5% across
all accident years and development periods in the simulation study without the estimation error.

Gamma Lognormal Inverse Gamma

Triangle Max Min Max Min Max Min

Low 1.670 0.993 1.673 0.993 1.677 0.993
Medium 2.546 0.985 2.592 0.985 2.642 0.985

High 5.201 0.395 5.686 0.578 6.113 0.742
Very high 26.415 0.000 25.712 0.000 21.877 0.300

Notes
1 The estimation error of the parameters (σ2

j )j=1,...,n−1 is not quantified in the mean square error of prediction when we predict the
loss with its expected value, and is also neglected in simulation models.

2 We also tested different exposures and the qualitative conclusions are the same.
3 By fixing the diagonal elements and the estimated claims development factors, we fix ∑

n−j
i=1 Xi,j for each development period j.

4 We have also confirmed this behaviour for most of the tested empirical triangles; however, we have also found a few cases of
triangles with a reverse behaviour—α decreases when the estimation error is included.

5 These distributions are closed under scaling so we can model the run-off ratio or the outstanding loss.
6 The calculations of skewness coefficients in the models without the estimation error are discussed in Appendix A.1.
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